Democracy is a preferred and famous political mode of governing the society in all over
Now here will be discussed that how various scholars have defined democracy: Given by Abraham Lincoln, "The government of the people, by the people and for the people". (Haque, 1994, p. 292) In other words, we can say that democracy is such form of government which comes from the people; exercised by the people, and for people's own interests.
Democracy is a system of government in which people decide issues as a group. This system of government is taken as the form of government in which all the masses have weight of their opinion. The canons of this approach are so comprehensive one that these are equally applicable to all other bodies and institutions alike.
In a democracy, all the matters are run after the people's fair-will and the government necessarily accepts those decisions taken by the people. The roots of democracy can be traced back from the ancient Greece.(K. Rai, 2000, p. 412) According to Prof. Seely; "Democracy provides a form of government in which there is every citizen's participation in the government affairs". (Haque, 1994, p. 292) Lord Bryce says that "In a democratic government the rights to rule does not belong to any specific class, rather all individuals of the society share this power collectively. (Mouhammad, 1994, p. 147) Dicey defines democracy thus; "the form of the government in which the government body is comparatively a large fraction of the entire nation". (Dr.Anup Kumar, 1985, p. 188) Gettle defines it as that "the form of government in which the mass of the population possesses the right to share in the exercise of sovereign power."(K. Rai, 2000, p. 412) According to President F.D. Roosevelt; "Democracy was not mere a matter of universal suffrage and unhampered expression of the popular will. It must be a positive and constructive force in the daily lives of the people and provide not merely for political but economic needs also, if men were forced to choose between liberty and bread." (Dr.Anup Kumar, 1985, p. 188) Robert Dahl says that there are institutional guarantees that must be present before the citizenry can be said to be living in a democracy.
These are:
• Freedom to form and join organizations
• Freedom of expression
• The right to vote
• Eligibility for public office to be influenced by Greek democracy when he said, "Democracy is people" Lincoln's formula cannot be applied to modern democracy, because modern democracy is representative and not a direct democracy, whereas Greek democracy was a direct democracy. (Chany, 2011, p. 143) The word 'democracy' is a term which has been derived from the two Greek words 'demos' and 'keratin'; demos means 'People' and keratin means 'to rule or govern'. So democracy can then literally be defined as: "The government of the people or government of the majority. Democracy, as a state form, is to be famous than monarchy, aristocracy and dictatorship. We are well aware of the most common definition of democracy.
There are two major types of democracy, direct and indirect democracy.
Direct Democracy
When the people can directly express their will on public matters in a mass assembly rather than through their representatives is called direct or pure democracy. It was a participatory democracy. The direct democracy is suitable for the states that are small in area and population.
It is then physically possible for the people to assemble in amass meeting to make laws, decide policies, elect public officials and settle other problems. (Muhammad, 1994, p. 203) Garner defines direct democracy as "a form of government in which the will of the state is directly or immediately expressed through the people" (Haque, 1994, p. 293) All the people assemble together in a mass meeting as often as required, where in them directly take decisions on issues of governance and devise laws regarding the same. The type of democracy which overcame in the Greek citystates was pure or direct democracy. All the freemen used to meet together in general assemblies, passed laws and executed those one, received the ambassadors and acted as jurymen. This type of democracy was revived later on in the medieval times by Italian city-states. In the modern world, the system of direct democracy is observed in Switzerland in the form of the popular legislature that overwhelms in four Cantons of the country, viz., Appenzell, Uri, Unterwalden and Glarus.
On a Sunday, in April or May, the adult male citizens assemble in the Canton to consider the governmental affairs. In these meetings, new laws are made with the mutual agreements and the old ones are altered, taxes are levied, budgets are adopted and officials are chosen according to the Cantons and the constitution. (Haque, 1994, p. 
293)
Modern direct democracy is experienced by different means. Referendum is one of those means. Referendum is a vote through which the people entitled to vote can express a view on a particular issue of public policy. Switzerland still exercises popular control over the government through referendum. (Muhammad, 1994, p. 293) 
Indirect Democracy
Under representative or indirect democracy, people elect their representatives to rule who take decisions on their behalf. Accordingly, the existing system of democracy in most countries is indirect or representative democracy. In other words, the liability of taking decisions on public affairs and issues of government and administration, and similarly, framing laws rests not with the people themselves but also with their representatives.
The representatives are elected periodically by the masses. For this purpose elections take place in democracies in certain intervals. In the UK and India, general elections occur after every five years and in USA after four years. In both the UK and India, the representatives are designated as Members of Parliament.
John Stuart Mill defines indirect or
representative democracy as one in which; "the whole people or some numerous portions of them, exercise the governing power through deputies periodically elected by them" (Haque, 1994, p. 294) 
Model of Democracy
Now we have to discuss about the some important model of democracy, such as western (Ismeal, 1991, p. 67) Why the Church emerged independently and why both spiritual and political authority did not unite in the person of the pope might have many answers. First, it is said that a strong tradition of civil rule was innate from Rome, and it resisted any move that would change the status quo.
Second, they were not always strong Popes were weak and unable to control the political affairs of Europe. Third, the Church paying attention on the spiritual side of Christianity more than of time; therefore, it did not present any significant form of government.
The separate development of the Church in Christianity became the manifestation of Jesus Christ on earth, and the Pole derived his authority directly from Christ. Here the doctrine of the "Two Swords" emerged. It was believed that the Pole was entrusted with two swords. The one he kept was gladiu spirituals, the other, the gladiu temporal is, was given to worldly leaders who were to use its authority according to instructions provided by the Pope. This gave birth to the theory of a temporal/spiritual relationship. There temporal rulers had no unique authority but derived it directly from the Pole and indirectly from Christ. (Ross, 1952, p. 13) Unluckily, this theory eventually gave birth 
Theocratic Democracy
The term "theocracy" derived from the Greek word theocratic, which is a compound word that combines Theo's, which means "god," and keratin, which means "to rule." A theocracy, therefore, is a form of government in which a religious leader rules according to a certain religious belief. 
Democratic Theocracy
Theocracy is a type of government that is ruled by a religious authority and such government is totally based on religious beliefs. Therefore, Iranian political system established afterward should have been defined according to the ideals of such a revolution. In this political system, the structure of power will be dealt with to find out whether who is whom in the Republic. 
